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From the EAVI2020 Consortium

In this issue
While Professor Robin Shattock is on a long-overdue holiday in August, we have
put together the latest from the EAVI2020 project. Due to the delays, COVID-19
has had on the project, our funding body, the European Commission has granted
a 6-month extension. The consortium will use this time to carry out the work
that would have taken place when the mandatory shutdown of labs occurred.
Also in this issue are some activities our EAVI2020 consortium have been up to,
upcoming HIV/AIDS-related events, and also we meet two more students who are
part of the EAVI2020 Continuing Education & Training in HIV vaccine development
programme. Stay up to date with EAVI2020 latest and get in contact with us by
following EAVI2020 on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.
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Project Update:
6-month extension

COVID-19 has had a considerable impact on the progress of EAVI2020’s clinical
trial and lab work. Like many Horizon2020 projects involved in clinical trials, it
was required to halt all lab work as a result of the pandemic and the European
Commission (EC) have recognised this. It is anticipated that shall it be safe
to do so, clinical work can resume in the coming months, and the EAVI2020
consortium will use the extension to continue the lab work. The Consortium are
very appreciated for this no-cost extension and they are positive that this will
maximise the expected impacts of the EAVI2020 project.
EAVI2020 will thus have an expected project closure date in April 2021.
For further information, the European Commission has placed up-to-date
information on their website regarding COVID-19 response and action (opens in
a new window).

Connect with EAVI2020
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HIVR4P goes virtual in
2021

HIV Research for Prevention, the
biggest global scientific conference on
HIV preventative research goes virtual
and pushed back to early 2021.
IAS (International AIDS Society) has
decided that, in light of the COVID-19
pandemic, the HIV Research for
Prevention Conference (HIVR4P) will
be held virtually. The conference, now
named HIVR4P // Virtual, will take
place over four days: Wednesday,
27 January 2021, and Thursday, 28
January, and then will continue on
Wednesday, 3 February, and Thursday,
4 February. More information at the
HIVR4P website (opens in a new
window).
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EAVI2020 students in focus
Throughout the past four years, the students of EAVI2020 have worked tirelessly in the Continuing Education & Training
in HIV vaccine development programme. This is a work package of the EAVI2020 project dedicated to the employment
and training of young scientists in Europe. As of this issue, the EAVI2020 newsletter will include a regular feature focussing
on the students of EAVI2020 titled ‘EAVI2020 Students in Focus’. In this issue, we hear from Isabella Huettner and Ehsan
Suleiman on their experiences, lessons learned and what they hope to achieve beyond EAVI2020.

Isabella Huettner (King’s College London, UK)
During the 4 years of my PhD with Dr Katie Doores at King’s College London (UK)
(opens in a new window), I had the opportunity to attend yearly consortium
meetings and several PhD training courses. We are interested in studying the role
of sugars as priming immunogens for an HIV-1 vaccine. The EAVI2020 consortium
and training courses have been an integral part of my PhD journey. For me, the
chance to present and discuss my research and learn about the research projects
of the other incredible partners in the consortium was very inspiring. The whole
consortium is very collaborative, supportive and accommodating of students.
The student training courses allowed me to get to know many intelligent and
Isabella Huettner is a PhD student talented post-docs and fellow PhD students and learn about different aspects
at King’s College London, UK.
of vaccination and considerations in the development and use of immunogens
and adjuvants. I also valued the opportunity to travel around Europe and get
a glimpse behind the scenes in world-leading research institutions. I am very
grateful for the chance to be an EU-funded PhD student and to be part of this consortium. I hope there will be
many more EU-funded consortiums like this, since the scientific contribution and progress of this consortium is
invaluable. I recently submitted my PhD thesis and I will have my viva soon. I will continue working in Katie’s lab
and finish the EAVI2020 project, while expanding my focus to SARS-CoV2 related research topics. If I am not in
the lab, I like to dance ballet, contemporary or jazz and enjoy travelling.
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EAVI2020 students in focus
Ehsan Suleiman (Polymun Scientific, Austria)
I am an employee of Polymun Scientific (opens in a new window) and a PhD
student of Biomolecular Technology of Proteins (BioToP) (opens in a new
window) at the University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences in Vienna,
Austria (opens in a new window). I have been involved in the development of
readily scalable approaches for the manufacturing of liposomes-based vaccines
against HIV-1 for almost five years now. In a collaborative effort with scientists
at the Institute of Clinical and Molecular Virology at the Universitätsklinikum
Erlangen (opens in a new window) we have been able to advance a novel vaccine
platform from the early stage of conceptualization to first in vivo trials.
Ehsan Suleiman is in his 5th year
PhD focussing on Liposome-based
HIV-1 vaccines.

Being part of the European AIDS Vaccine Initiative 2020 and working on a project
at the interface of academia and industry has been a unique and rewarding
experience. Working in this setting has placed me between the poles of basic
research, clinical research and the biopharmaceutical industry. This has given me the opportunity to experience
vaccine development from these different perspectives and to develop my roles as communicator and
mediator. The last years have made me recognize the complexity of HIV/AIDS and have made me internalize
the fact that ending this devastating pandemic is not merely a scientific or technical challenge. It is a socioeconomic, social, political and logistical challenge that requires the active inclusion/participation of affected
people and the establishment of cross-functional collaborations for it to be overcome. It is a challenge that will
require agents like scientists, technologists, entrepreneurs, policy and decisionmakers to critically reflect on
their privileges, their approaches and their responsibility to create tangible impact in order to end the HIV/AIDS
pandemic.
I am currently in my final year and in the process of writing up my doctoral thesis. When I am not in the lab or at
the office I love to cook, politicise, socialise, work out or share quality time with my dearest and nearest. So far,
I have not decided on what exactly to do next in my career. What I know for sure is that I would love to share all
the lessons I have learned as a young researcher in the last years and that I would like to continue to be part of a
bold, impact-generating, international consortium such as the European AIDS Vaccine Initiative 2020.

Connect with EAVI2020
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EAVI2020 out and about (online)
23rd International AIDS Conference - Virtual
Due to the current global pandemic, the annual AIDS conference went virtual,
#AIDS2020Virtual in July. Prof Robin Shattock (EAVI2020 coordinator, Imperial
College London) was on the panel discussion for satellite session, “HIV vaccine:
the search goes on!” He was joined by other leaders in the field: Mitchell
Warren (AVAC), Glenda Gray (South African Medical Research Council,) Luc
Debruyne (CEPI), Martin Friede (WHO), Maureen Luba (AVAC), Roger Tatoud
(International Aids Society), Nina Russell (Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation),
Sanjay Gurunathan (Sanofi Pasteur), and Paul Stoffels (Johnson and Johnson).
Prof Shattock shared insights on EAVI2020 HIV vaccine design and development
research within the context of R&D around the world. All sessions are On
Demand via the AIDS2020 website (opens in a new window).

Professor Tomáš Hanke speaks to Scientia about innovative methods in
vaccine design and development to combat HIV.
Prof Hanke, EAVI2020 PI at the University of Oxford (opens in a new window)
spoke to Scientia which included his work on T cell response to secondgeneration conserved immunogen, HIVconsvX, and its predecessor, HIVconsv.
Read the full article at the Scientia website (opens in a new window).

Professor Tomáš Hanke – Use of Experimental Medicine for Rational
Development of an Effective HIV Vaccine
Aug 12, 2020 | Biology, Health and Medicine
https://doi.org/10.33548/SCIENTIA538
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Upcoming Events
Sept/Oct 2020
INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON HIV & AGING 2020
The 11th edition of the International Workshop on HIV & Aging (opens in a new
window) will be held as a virtual conference on 30 September - 2 October 2020.

Nov 2020
EUROPEAN RESEARCHERS’ NIGHT
27 November 2020. Funded under the Marie Skłodowska-Curie actions (opens in
a new window), ERN is a Europe-wide public event that showcases the diversity
of science. In 2019, it attracted 1.6 million visitors across 400 cities in Europe and
beyond. Follow #MSCA updates on Twitter (opens in a new window).

Dec 2020
World AIDS Day
on 1 December each year, unite in the global fight against HIV. Show support for
people living with HIV, and to commemorate those who have died from an AIDSrelated illness. Founded in 1988, World AIDS Day was the first ever global health
day. How to get involved and to donate at the Worlds AIDS Day website (opens
in a new window).

Other news
EAVI2020 members continuing
COVID-19 research
Members of our EAVI2020 consortium
have co-authored a paper on
COVID-19 neutralising antibodies.
Prof Rogier Sanders, Assoc. Prof
Marit van Gils, Dr Yoann Aldon
(previous EAVI2020 PhD student!), and
Dr Kwinten Sliepen over at EAVI2020
partner institute, Academic Medical
Center (AMC) (opens in a new window)
are co-authors on the research article
published in Science.
Potent neutralizing antibodies from
COVID-19 patients define multiple
targets of vulnerability
Science 07 Aug 2020: Vol. 369, Issue
6504, pp. 643-650
DOI: 10.1126/science.abc5902 (opens
in a new window)

Jan 2021
HIVR4P Virtual
The biggest conference on HIV preventative research goes virtual over the first
week of January 2021. More information at the HIVR4P website (opens in a new
window).

Keep up to date with EAVI2020 at the project’s website and follow our work on social media
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